


We are moving from India north to China for a time but continue to reference what we are learning about yoga based 
on our exploration of yoga history and philosophy from India.  Think of having two different lenses now through 
which you can inspect yoga.





According to Bernie Clark, author of one of The Complete Guide to Yin Yoga, we investigate yoga both through anatomy and 
spirituality; where one ends and the other begins.  Science and the unknown are becoming interestingly intertwined in this age.



Like all yoga that morphs, Yin Yoga morphs through time.  Blending with other styles is one of the premier ways it is 
morphing.  
Examples:  (1)  Bernie Clark invites prop use to help students find an edge, keep an edge, or back away from an edge; 
(2) Suzee Grilley has demonstrated in her teachings Supported Yin, where she makes contact with student who is 
holding a posture to create support and therapeutic nature; (3)  Studios in the area offer Warm Yin, Candlelight Yin, 
and Yinyasa, Hatha/Yin, Kundalini/Yin classes.  
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As we know from reading Bernie Clark, Yin Yoga is influenced by Chinese Taoism, which is an ancient philosophy dealing with 
living in a harmonious state.  This applies to everything from an individual’s body to an entire civilization.  Ancient Chinese and 
Indian energy anatomy plays a big role in the teachings of Yin Yoga.



Most Yin Yoga postures are recognizable Hatha Yoga postures though with different names.  And just as much as eastern and 
western philosophies and energy anatomy systems have influenced Yin, so to has western and eastern medicine.



Because all evidence that we have of the most ancient yoga leans toward it being a floor practice, Yin Yoga lineage 
claims ancient roots.  So too, however, a good number of the postures are not ancient or medieval but 19th or 20th 
Century (and therefore of the Modern Postural Yoga realm, as we will be learning about).  That, coupled with the fact 
Yin Yoga did not come to the attention of the yoga community as a STYLE of yoga until the late 1970s/early 19809s, 
makes Yin Yoga also contemporary.



Seated postures (assumed ancient), medieval postures (Hatha Yoga Pradipika), and contemporary postures combine to create a 
Yin Yoga repertoire of fewer than 30 postures.



1) Paulie Zink:  Monkey Kung-Fu master and Stretching
2) Dr. Hiroshi Motoyama, Japanese scholar, Tokyo.Ph.D. degrees in Philosophy and Physiological Psychology, both a 
scientist trained in empirical methodology and a psychic who has experientially gained deep philosophical knowledge 
(searches for existence of chakras). He is the head Shinto priest of the Tamamitsu Shrine in Tokyo, and a yogi well-
versed in the yoga treatises. His compound consists of temple for yoga/meditating as well as a medical center where 
studies are conducted. 
3)  Paul Grilley:  Yin master, student of both Paulie Zink and Dr. Motoyama 
4) Sarah Powers:  Student of Paul Grilley, creator of Insight Yoga, a system that is informed as much by Yin (Chinese) 
as it is Buddhism (Indian)
5) Bernie Clark: Student of Sarah Powers, xreator of yinyoga.com 



Yin Yoga Video Playlist:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLiZPHh5EtVFPYd8wX4tTDp-1D_EIr1hj5

*Paulie Zink (2 videos): 1976 television interview (inspired Paul Grilley to contact Zink and start studying with him); 
and Zink performing in Monkey Kung-Fu Competition, mid 1980s
*Sarah Powers:  On Insight Yoga and More
*Gil Hedley (anatomist)—good friend of Paul Grilley’s—talking about the importance of movement and fascia (note:  
footage of human cadavers) *Human fascia filmed inside the human body and magnified
*Bernie Clark: Introduces Yin and his all-him website, yinyoga.com  







The concept of a path or way or journey is common in world philosophies and world myth and mapmaking of myth and ritual.  
The way to behave, the way to improve, etc., are codified in philosophy, art, and culture world-wide.  Codes and hopes and 
poetry and maps have been created through time to connect us to ‘the way.’  Sometimes the way is action (dharma) (Yang) 
sometimes the way is non-action (reflection) (Yin).  



The core teaching of Yin Yoga is Taoism.  However, methods and teaching foci vary from Eastern to Western, ancient 
to contemporary, scientific to mystery.



Chi is the foundation of the Taoistic model (the Tai Li—yin/yang symbol).  Chi is the foundation of Taoism and Taoistic (yin/yang) 
yoga. 



Note:  As we will see in our training, much of our body is yin in nature when we apply a Taoist perspective to it.  All the more 
reason to pay attention to Yin Yoga.



The Chinese viewpoint:  Your organs and associated functions and aspects are controlled by chi. Working the 
meridians in the body make the organs of the body and thus the whole body healthy. (Clark)

Stressing yin tissue sends and encourages the flow of (intelligent, organizational) energy, which affects every system 
in your body (Grilley)



First, here are two different ways to classify tissue in the body.  First is Grilley’s Eastern (Yin) way.  Second is Clark’s 
Western way.  



Yin tissue is broken into two categories:  Fascia and everything else.



Gil Hedley and Paul Grilley both offer eastern philosophical and western medical perspectives about the body, 
especially fascia.   





These terms will be made clear when we watch our Yinatomy DVD.





And in philosophical and evolutionary terms:  Survival depends upon adapting.



Physiologically, Yin can be a bit like physical therapy for the Subtle Body as well as for the Gross Body.  Here we look at the 
bigger picture of sacrifice.  Yin Yoga can be difficult for people who have not considered the benefits of stress or sacrifice and for 
people who have a difficult time sitting still, resting, and settling in to ‘Self and quiet.



Our bones are the most Yin part of our gross bodies.  Our skeletons largely determine how our postures will look; up until 
Grilley’s teachings, this was nearly wholly unconsidered by yoga teachers and trainers.





As Clark shows in great detail, the meridians of the body that we study in Yin, which are generally the six lower body 
meridians, hail from ancient Chinese medicine.  Our first look at the Subtle Body (as laid out in yoga philosophy) is 
not Indian but Chinese in nature.  We will look much more at the Subtle Body details in the coming four modules.



Zhang meridians are on the inside of your leg; their associative organs are solid and therefore Yin in nature.

Fu meridians are on the outside of your leg; their associative organs are hollow and therefore Yang in nature.





Ultimately, you choose your verbal cueing focus when you teach Yin Yoga.
Choose, experiment. 
There is no wrong if your cueing comes from your knowledge base, instincts, experiences, and heart.  
Everything is relative.  Maps (what you say, what tack you take) don’t need to be ‘true’, just believable (we will talk 
about this throughout the training)
We crave connection to ourselves, our bodies, our classmates, our teachers, our teachings, our world.



More on the many foci you can take when you teach Yin.



and more:  Bernie Clark’s Three Tattvas (realities)



Study our online chart of Yin Yoga Postures and the meridians they affect (as well as associative physical, mental, and 
emotional elements).


